ACU JUDD KTM BRITISH YOUTH CHAMPIONSHIP
RIDE GREEN POLICY
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Work with us and bag yourselves a £1000 cash prize
For a few days each week during the racing season, agricultural land and private venues play host to the ACU British Championship
Series’. RHL Activities Ltd bring in infrastructure to ensure the safety of its riders and spectators and all those involved within their
event. For the sport of motocross to be sustainable, we all have a duty to make sure the land on which it is hosted is looked after
to the best of our ability. With over 1,000’s of people visiting and working across these event sites, through the course of the year,
reducing the impact the events have on their general environment is a huge task and it is one RHL is devoted to working to whilst
they visit these venues to limit this impact to the best of its ability.
To do this, we adopt the following and ask our competitors and event goers to work with us, in adopting these policies.

ENVIRONMENTAL MATS
Where refuelling or servicing of a machine is being undertaken, riders are asked to provide and use an environmental
mat to protect the ground. These mats are to be removed by the Riders after use. The minimum dimensions of the
mat will be at least equal to the length of the motorcycle and the width of the handlebars.
Riders are asked to provide spill mats, whilst working on their machines within the Rider Paddock.

TEAR OFFS
Riders are asked to not use Tear Off lenses on goggles, due to the Environmental Impact these have at any of RHL run events. The
nature of the tracks that are visited, means that some venues may have livestock on the site outside of the venue being used as a
Race Track. Tear Off’s are harmful to these animals and certain venues already operate a total ban of Tear Off lenses.

TOILETS
Please use the toilets provided, urinating on the land or in the bushes contaminates the local environment, its wildlife and species
and could compromise the future of the venue.

CHEMICAL WASTE
Please use the designated chemical waste unit provided. Disposing of chemical waste urinating on the land or the bushes
contaminates the local environment, its wildlife and species and could compromise the future of the venue.

WASTE UNITS
Please use the Waste Units provided. It is not okay to drop litter on the ground. Help us by placing your waste into the correct
bins. Think about taking any waste you can put in your own home recycling units away with you.
Please only use what you need. If every event‐goer used four napkins instead of one, there would be an extra 19,200 napkins
wasted unnecessarily.

WATER DISPENSERS
Please bring a reusable water bottle. These can be filled for free at our water stations which we will bring with us to every event.
By RHL exchanging 18ltr bottles of water to use with these Water Stations, instead of the small 500ml plastic bottles, RHL calculates
it can reduce its plastic footprint by 18,980 bottles at only 6 events.

WATER – Plumbed
Please use water responsibly. Turn off taps and help us use water efficiently
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BIKE WASH – Biodegradeable
Please try and adopt and use bio‐degradeable products, especially when washing your bikes on green field areas and agricultural
ground. Always use the designated Wash Bays where the venues have these.

DOGS
Please ensure this is cleaned up and disposed of correctly. Dog mess left on the ground could be potentially fatal to both local
wildlife, cattle and persons with open wounds who come in to contact with it.

CONTAMINATED WASTE
Oil and Tyres are classified as contaminated waste and the incorrect disposal of these can result in massive fines for both the
owner of the Venue, RHL and the person who illegally dumps these items. The fines commence from £10,000 upwards and can
lead to criminal prosecution and incarceration. Tyres we ask you take these home with you and take them to your local Waste
Depot, along with any Waste Oils. Any person found to be disposing of Tyres or Oil in the General Waste Units, on the ground or
in the bushes, face being automatically excluded from their Championship.

SILENCE IN THE PADDOCK WILL BE CALLED UPON AT 23.00PM



All Generators must be turned off, and all noise levels dropped to respect the other campers
Race Engines must not be started outside of Venue Restricted Times

 These may vary dependent upon individual landowner terms and conditions

WORKING TOGETHER
RHL are asking all its riders and spectators to work with us in achieving our environmental targets and policies and as
a thank you there is a £1,000 cash prize which will be presented at the last round of the Championship on the Sunday,
to those persons who have worked the hardest in achieving this.

